3io	BEYOND HORIZONS
before it caught again? If we could find the degree of error, we
could correct all previous observations. It was Kenyon who dis-
covered how to do it.
On December i the storm moderated and gave us a fairly good
day, with intervals of sunshine. We crawled out through our tent
bellows, grimy as Hottentots, to find our plane almost buried under
drifts. We spent practically the entire day digging it out. Of all
abominable jobs in polar regions, next to "man haul" the worst is
shovelling snow. It is dry, fine as flour, sifts into everything, and
parks hard as rock.
We discovered that the whole inside of the tail of our plane was
one solid block of snow. Being slenderer than Kenyon, it fell to my
lot to crawl in among the control cables and struts and bail it out.
Using a bucket and pemmican mug, this job took me one whole
day.
But in the intervals of sunshine on December i, we took observa-
tions with the sextant again. It was a question ofi how to adjust it
correctly once more. Kenyon happened upon the simple expedient
of putting the bubble on the snow horizon, then setting the index
at zero and locking it there. We both of us instantly realised that
this would give a roughly correct set. (Afterwards we found it to
be within four miles of absolute accuracy.) When we managed to
get sights at the sun thereafter, they put us practically on the
eightieth parallel and just past the one hundred and fourteenth
west meridian. We were still more than five hundred miles from
the Bay of Whales!
In spite of everything we were in good spirits that evening. We
knew our position to a certainty, and we felt sure that next day
we would complete the flight. Yet when we awoke a buffeting
wind, snow, and thick weather kept us grounded. We shovelled out
the drifts continually, ready to pull the Polar Star out of the crater
forming about it.
All this time the weather kept bitterly cold. As long as we
remained in our sleeping-bags, I was all right, but when we began
to work outside, trying to free the plane, my shrunken moccasin
got in its bad work. I lost sensation in my left foot and the power
of moving my toes. I seemed to have no foot. How horrified a
man is in civilisation when he thinks he has frozen a member of

